Evaluation Report

PROGRAMME
Time
08:00
09:00

Registration opens
Mihi Whakatau
Response and welcome from Dr Derek Sherwood, Choosing Wisely, Clinical Lead
Forum Opening by Associate Minister of Health, Hon Jenny Salesa

Shared decision-making

Chair - Kaushiki Roy

Keynote speaker
Choosing Wisely Shared Decision-Making – what does it have to offer?
Comprehensive High-Risk Surgical Patient (CHRISP) pathway – a Choosing
Wisely project

Professor Kirsten
McCaffery

10:10

Advanced Care Planning and Choosing Wisely

Leigh Manson

10:25

Choosing Wisely applied to Mental Health in Primary Care in Counties
Manukau DHB

Dr Sophie Ball & Pamela
Hewlett

10:40

Consumer perspectives

10:50

Interactive session to gather feedback on Choosing Wisely

11:00

Morning tea

11:20

Special interest concurrent sessions

11:30

Working groups will be formed with the following leaders. Topics discussed may include:

09:20
09:55

Choosing Wisely 101 – What’s it all about?
Spreading the message – presenting on Choosing Wisely
Choosing Wisely in allied health and pharmacy
Serious Illness Conversations Guide and Choosing Wisely
Choosing Ever More Wisely – the evolution of small group medical education
in primary care and general practice
Choosing Wisely and medico legal issues
12:00

Report back on three best ideas from each special interest groups.

12:15

Consumer perspectives

Dr Paul Dalley

Chair – Dr Liz Zhu

Iwona Stolarek
Dr Derek Sherwood
Harsh Vardhan & Barbara
Moore
Leigh Manson & Jane
Goodwin
Dr Marie Burke
James Entwisle

2
12:30

Lunch

Conversations on evaluating and implementing Choosing
Wisely

Chair – Dr Janice Wilson

13:15

Keynote speaker
The Victorian Choosing Wisely Scaling Collaboration: insights on set-up,
evaluation and sustainability

Asmara Jammali-Blasi

13:45

Don’t sweat the small stuff

Dr Ross Boswell

14:00
14:15

Establishing an antibiotic allergy de-labeling algorithm and oral penicillin
challenge
Optimising the use of lumbar punctures with suspected subarachnoid
haemorrhage

14:30

Panel on Evaluating Choosing Wisely implementation
• Progress of Choosing Wisely at CCDHB
• Evaluation of Choosing Wisely questions in outpatient clinics
• What influences clinicians to Choose Wisely

14:50

Consumer perspectives

15:00

Afternoon tea

Joy Hu
Dr Scott Pearson
Chair – Dr Nicolas Rogers
• Alice Hay
• Aidan Wilson
• Aditya Raina

Conversations on Equity and Choosing Wisely

Chair – Dr Derek Sherwood

15:20

Keynote speaker
Embedding Equity in Choosing Wisely

Associate Professor Sue
Crengle

15:50

Equitable Delivery of Musculoskeletal Care

Dr Andy Phillips

16:05

Choosing Wisely and Choosing Equitably

Dr David Tipene-Leach
Chair, Te Ohu Rata o
Aotearoa

16:20

Consumer perspectives

16:30

Conclusions and results from interactive session

17:00

Close

Dr Derek Sherwood

The following data analysis is based on feedback from 25% of attendees
1. Overall, how useful did you find the workshop?
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3.

2. Was the material presented in a balanced way?
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0
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Not at all
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Content

Was the content relevant to your area of practice?

Yes

No

somewhat

Was the content current?

Yes

No

Objective

4.

4

Do you feel the sessions were a good investment of your time?
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Shared decision-making

Special interest groups
Waste of time

5.

6.

2

3

Evaluation and
implementing
4

Equity

Well worth my time

List the most important things you have learned today.

CHRISP Pathway project
Aware now of how quality could support/mentor projects
Importance of shared decision-making 10
Importance of equity 10
Equity issues need to be more explicitly stated in recommendations
Red flags for major surgery
Evaluation and audits important x2
That improvement projects must ultimately be for people
That ACP discussion takes 10-14 mins yet yields huge results x2
Four questions
Learnt about the commonality of issues x2
To promote Choosing Wisely at all opportunities 2
Posters aren’t always the answer
Time, or lack of it, is not an excuse
Case studies and implementation
Consumer perspectives
Involvement in education
Benefit of RN input at time of surgery recommendation
Reframing the discussion – don’t do “don’t” statements
Allergies to drugs can wane
General lack of awareness of CW

How will this workshop change your practice?

Reinforced importance of communication and discussing all options x2
Need to further investigate CW within my region
Will take the allergy delabbelling project to our antibiotic stewardship group for consideration.
In discussions with patients, always ensuring the 4 questions are asked and answered, specifically
about the value of pharmacotherapy.
Initiate a planning group with our Radiology where we can investigate how we can influence CW with
the organisation.

5
Helped me with targeting more focused ACP/SICG rollout in Canterbury= surgical
Encourage nursing/drs and patients to bring patients’ needs/requests to the table – first and foremost.
Will help re-focus RACP Evolve program on communication, equity and evaluation.
Raise awareness of communication disability and impact on SDM
Increased involvement in Choosing Wisely education
Consideration of development of guidelines and collaboration
Will review projects/innovations with a CW mindset
I enjoyed the session by Ross Bosswell on lab test
Reinforce usefulness of pre-op testing and what will be done with the results

7.

What could we improve for next time?
Venue -

Groups sessions -

Poor visibility with columns in room
Crowded room and lunch area x 7
Cold room x3
Kai was great (“lovely” “excellent” “delectable”) x 5
Excellent venue and staff x 4
Good central venue x2
Less structured talks
Clearer thought/planning about where each group should be seated
Needed longer in group sessions and more interactive sessions x7

No need to give speakers’ full background each time as this was all provided in the programme.

8.

Other comments

Good info on emails prior to event
Liked Consumer magazine but did we need all the papers! x2
Enjoyed short, concise presentations
Great quality speakers
Some speakers spoke too softly and could not be heard.
Some presenters delivered every word on their slides – less impactful.
How does CW fit into the private system in a structural way?
Would be interesting to see if clinicians across both do have different behaviour, based on payment
model.
Med students presentations/research was great
Need to focus CW’s application to NZ practice – CW has been taken over by other interest groups
Loved Dr Tipene-Leach’s talk
Would enjoy a nursing perspective
Perhaps consider Auckland as venue next time
Overall a great day, really interested to hear more on the CRISP role
Great forum that anyone and everyone should attend
Good to have consumer presence
Where is primary care work?
Excellent experience
As facilitator of workshop session didn’t get the planned opportunity to pitch our session to group
Keep up the good work!

Further involvement and engagement
•
•

18 participants have signed up for the Choosing Wisely newsletter
13 participants would like to be involved in the Choosing Wisely interest groups
o 2 x Pharmacy
o 5 x DHB
o 4 x GP/PHO
o 4 x Nursing
o 3 x Allied Health

6

